PlainID SmartAuthorization.
A simple and intuitive way for business owners or admins to create
and manage any authorization policy they can imagine.
A Business-oriented approach

In-depth Analytics and Insights

Our solution is designed for both business owners
and administrators to deﬁne, understand and use.
PlainID “talks” to each in his language enabling
better management and control.

Universal Authorization support

PlainID provides unobstructed visibility with a
full audit trail. Compliance, regulation and audit
requirements - they’re easy to manage on a simple
graph-based UI.

Contextual access

AuthZ can be consumed using industry leading
standards, XACML, OAuth & SAML alongside
custom and tailor made protocols. Simple and fast
allow/deny per request or a fully detailed access
decision.

Fine-Grained Authorization

Access is determined dynamically and in real time,
based on user attributes, environmental attributes
(time, location, etc.) as well as event based
authorizations. PlainID combines ABAC & RABC to
a united policy.

Policy lifecycle management

PlainID ampliﬁes Attribute-based Access Control
(ABAC) by providing a ﬂexible policy, that enables
attribute based decisions all the way from the user
to the resource/action, based on a pattern or
resource attributes.

Using PlainID you can build your policy on a graph
based editor, have it approved and certiﬁed. That,
with the policy simulator, provides a tighter control
of access to data and resources.

Distributed identities
Multiple identity types and multiple identity sources.
PlianID provides a comprehensive view of the
identities you need to authorize. Employees,
customers, system accounts - It really is one
solution for all.

Your 3 steps to working with an authorization policy:

Set your building blocks

Build your policy

Provide Decisions

Discover Users & users’ attributes
Discover security roles
Discover Resources

Connect identities to
data & action
Set your context consideration

Provide real time authorization
decisions to your on premise
application, cloud and mobile.
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www.plainid.com

SmartAuthorization
Policy Based Access Control
PlainID provides a simple and intuitive way for fast-paced organizations to create and
manage their authorization policies. Our agile, standards-based platform acts as a master
policy layer, managing multiple policies seamlessly between all facets of IAM.
PlainID simpliﬁes Authorization to one point of decision, one point of control and one point
of view of every authorization level: in the cloud, mobile and on-premise applications.

Why you need PlainID
Move forward faster

Take advantage of PlainID’s deployment
simplicity. new projects can now be
easily deployed and managed to meet
growth goals.

Be ready with new technologies

PlainID is the ﬁrst truly technologyagnostic platform for Authorization.
It scales up easily on premise and in
the cloud and increases the efﬁciency
of new implementations.

Take control of all your assets

With PlainID’s third-generation entitlement platform, AuthZ decisions can be
used as a service within the company. You can now set standards, and can
use one policy many times over to save resources.

Enhance your security

Connect your identities directly to data and resources, based on real time
decisions, and with no provisioning.

